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I. INTRODUCTION

As humans and robots collaborate more together on spatial
tasks such as furniture assembly [6], warehouse automation
[3], or meal serving [5], they need to communicate clearly
about the objects in their environment. Without an effective
mechanism for conveying and understanding spatial language,
robots will remain unable to collaborate with humans in a
way that emulates human-human collaboration. Developing a
strategy for robots to understand and generate spatial language
is an inaugural step in allowing robots to collaborate with
humans better.

There is a long line of successful research in robotics
related to communicating about spatial relationships, including
[1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 12, 13]. Humans often take perspectives
when referring to objects in and features of the environment
in spatial tasks [11]. For example, in an analysis of 4000
utterances made by NASA astronauts training together for a
mission, 25% of the utterances involve perspective taking [13].

There are different types of perspectives humans take,
such as deictic (referring to the participants’ points of view),
intrinsic (referring to the objects’ points of view), or neither,
and they often switch perspectives as they are speaking [7].
On the other hand, with many possible ways to refer to the
same object in the environment, there is often ambiguity when
instruction givers are not explicit about which perspective they
are taking [7].

In this paper, we divide possible perspectives into four cate-
gories: participant’s perspective, partner’s perspective, neither
perspective, and unknown perspective. We evaluate perspective
on clarity of spatial language. We collect a dataset of partic-
ipants’ instructions for selecting a block located on a table.
Then we study the relationship between perspective-taking
and clarity by evaluating whether a partner can understand
those instructions. Results show that sentences that do not
use perspectives are clearer than sentences that use partner
or unknown perspectives.

II. DATA COLLECTION

To generate a corpus of spatial language that requires
perspective taking, we created 28 stimulus images containing
simplified block objects (Fig. 1). These images showed 15
randomly-spaced, randomly-colored blocks (orange, yellow,
green, or blue) on a table. This stimulus design was chosen

to elicit descriptions that rely more on the spatial arrangement
of the blocks and perspective taking than on their individual
appearance. People on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk1 were
hired to use natural language to instruct a partner to select
an indicated block. We analyze 1400 responses from 120
participants.

Four raters manually coded the instructions for perspective.
There are four possibilities (see Table I for details):

• Participant Perspective - the egocentric perspective where
the instruction refers to the speakers themselves [14].

• Partner Perspective - the addressee-centered perspective
where the instruction refers to the addressees [14].

• Neither Perspective - the instruction does not refer to any
perspectives2,

• Unknown Perspective - the instruction does refer to some
perspectives but fails to state them explicitly

Type P1 P2 Example

Participant Perspective + - “the block that is to my rightest.”
“my left most blue block”

Partner Perspective - + “the block on your left”
“second from the right from your view”

Neither Perspective - - “closest to you”
“the top one in a triangle formation”

Unknown Perspective ? ? “to the left of the yellow block”
“the block that is on far right”

TABLE I: Possible perspectives. (P1=Participant P2=Partner).

The inter-rater reliability was established on 10% of the
data and the average Cohen’s κ value was 0.68, indicating
high inter-rater reliability. The coding result is available in
Table II.

III. STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Subsequently, we conducted a study to empirically measure
the clarity of the instructions collected in section II. In this
study, participants were presented with 40 stimuli alongside

1www.mturk.com
2Neither Perspective instructions only use perspective-independent direc-

tional information. For example, “closer to you” should be classified as neither
perspective instead of partner perspective, because it contains a perspective-
independent reference to a landmark, “you,” but not perspective-dependent
relationships such as “on my left” and “on your right”.



Fig. 1: The image on the left (labeled ”1”) is the full stimulus used to elicit spatial references. Online participants were asked to write how they would instruct
the silhouetted figure to pick up the block indicated with the red arrow. The rest of the images are other possible configurations of blocks that were plugged
into this full stimulus.
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Fig. 2: The effect of perspective type
on accuracy
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Fig. 3: The effect of perspective type
on completion time

Perspective Type Count Percentage

Participant Perspective 15 1.07%
Partner Perspective 339 24.21%
Neither Perspective 592 42.29%

Unknown Perspective 454 32.43%

Total 1400 100%

TABLE II: Number of responses for
each category of perspective

the corresponding block descriptions, and were asked to iden-
tify the indicated block. We collected 10 responses for each
of the 1400 instructions from 356 participants.

We compute the following metrics for each response:
• accuracy - whether the identified block matches the

indicated target block from the original instruction.
• completion time - how long the participant spends iden-

tifying the target block.
We hypothesize that instructions which do not refer to any

perspectives will take participants less time and they will be
more accurate in selecting the target block than instructions
which use participant, partner, or unknown perspectives.

A one-way ANOVA measuring the effect of perspective
type (participant, partner, ambiguous, or unknown) on ac-
curacy and completion time reveals a significant effect for
both accuracy (F (3, 1396) = 43.655, p < 0.005) (Fig. 2)
and completion time (F (3, 1396) = 34.607, p < 0.005)
(Fig. 3). Instructions that use neither perspective have higher
accuracies than instructions that use partner (p = 0.019)
or unknown (p = 0.017) perspectives. Similarly, completion
time was lower for instructions that use neither perspective
than instructions that used partner (p < 0.001) or unknown
(p < 0.001) perspectives. No other significant differences are
found.

These results confirm that instructions that use no perspec-
tive take less time to process and yield higher accuracy in
discerning the referred block. Our hypothesis is supported.

IV. DISCUSSION

According to our results, directional spatial references re-
quiring perspectives will significantly increase sentence com-
plexity and ambiguity. This suggests that for a collaborative

robot, if it is able to generate a description using no perspec-
tives, it should always prefer to do so over other sentence for-
mulations. However, other factors, such as conciseness, must
also be taken into consideration to produce clear instructions.
Trade-offs between these approaches are our point of future
work. More details about study and deeper analysis of data
are contained in our recent publication [8].
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